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Your Impact

Are you an expert in Azure Cloud solutions? Do you want to put your passion for

technology and profound professional experience working for clients to their best use? You

might be the Azure Architect we need!

As an Azure architect in NCore, our expanding 100 people Microsoft team, you will make

projects happen. You will translate high-level project designs into an Azure solution, closely

monitoring updates and new services that might be interesting to implement. Your expertise

and passion help clients choose our cloud solution above and beyond alternatives on the

market. 

Where you're going to get started

NCore is an enthusiastic Microsoft 100-person team with consultants specialized in

.NET, .NETCore, Azure CloudNative, and many others. At NCore, we attach great

importance to methods such as agile and DevOps. With this mindset, we build software

perfectly tailored to our clients’ needs, whether it involves the development of APIs,

SPA´s, mobile, or cloud-native applications, guaranteeing a smooth experience for our

clients. 

We like to work closely together in a friendly and informal atmosphere. Every last

Friday of the month, we finish the day off with beer, pizza, and board games.

Come and join us.
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This is you

Your technical background: 

• passionate about technology and at least six years of experience 

• a technical background in Azure cloud (native) development and DevOps 

• experience designing identity, governance, data storage, and monitoring solutions 

• knowledge of BCDR and frameworks such as WAF and CAF 

• expertise in API management, application modernization, and/or integration patterns 

• communication skills in Dutch and English, French is a plus

Benefits

At NCore, you’ll be a part of a dynamic team and a cool work atmosphere. But of

course, that’s not all! Here’s what else we have to offer you: 

• working as a specialist on projects at top Belgian and international companies 

• a high-tech environment focused on knowledge and innovation 

• down-to-earth, result-driven colleagues with ample room for initiative 

• flexible training opportunities based on need and ambition 

• participation in workshops, training, and conferences 

• control over your professional growth and career path. We strongly encourage you to

keep evolving 

• a competitive salary package

Who is Ncore?

Everyone is welcome to apply. Because we believe in the power of diversity and value

inclusion. After all, the best ideas and smartest solutions arise in diverse teams.

That is exactly why we pay so much attention to the composition of our high

performance teams. So that you feel at home and can get the best out of yourself.

Apply Now
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